nothing to get the effect of another extravaganza. Letters this time. An-
other ballet, of A. B. C. D. E. F, G., L. M. N. 0. P., X. Y. and Z., the
premiere-danseuse intervening in fantastic dances.
It would have been a mercy not to have known the alphabet. One pays
a heavy toll for the joys of being eye-minded. Ear-minded, too.
Got to bed at the Brigg's House north on Randolph Street, wrapped a
sheet around myself—it seemed awfully like a winding sheet as I caught
sight of it in the mirror—and slept. A human item—insignificant but big
with interior faith and a great hope. In what? I could not have told you.
Asleep in Chicago. And Chicago murderously actual,
CHICAGO
Next day I began on Chicago.
My hand in my pocket after breakfast, I could feel sure of three silver
dollars and a dime. Took the city directory and made a list of architects,
choosing names I had heard in Conover's office or names that sounded
interesting. All only names to me and missed the names of all names im-
portant to me. The name of the architect of my uncle's new church, ' All
Souls', I knew by heart—J. L. Silsbee, Lakeside Building, Clark Street,
Chicago. But I wasn't going there. Tramped through street after street
now seeing Chicago above the sign-belt.
And where was the architecture of the great city—the 'Eternal City of
the West'? Where was it? Hiding behind these shameless signs? A vacant
block would come by. Then the enormous billboards planted there stood
up grandly, had it all their own way, obliterating everything in nothing.
That was better. Chicago! Immense gridiron of noisy streets. Dirty , . .
Heavy traffic crossing both ways at once, managing somehow: torrential
noise.
A stupid thing, that gridiron: cross-currents of horses, trucks, street cars
grinding on hard rails mingling with streams of human beings in seeming
confusion and clamour. But habit was in the movement making it expert,
and so safe enough. Dreary—dim—smoked. Smoked dim and smoking. A
wide, desolate, vacant strip ran along the waterfront over which the
Illinois Central trains puffed, shrieked and ground incessantly, cutting the
city off from the lake.
Terrible, this grinding and piling up of blind forces. If there was logic
here who could grasp it?
To stop and think in the midst of this would be to give way to terror.
The grey, soiled river with its mist of steam and smoke, was the only
beauty. And that smelled to heaven.
Young engineer looking for work? 'Sam Treat' looked me over. 'Uni-
versity man, eh?' The kindly intellectual face under a mass of grey hair
smiled. 'Sorry.' Caught a glimpse of a busy draughting room full of men
as I came out.
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